STRATEGIC ANALYTICS & FINANCIAL ENDEAVOR HOLDINGS INC.
(DBA - SAFE HOLDINGS)
SAFE Holdings
“Tomorrow’s Innovation, Today”
A multi-faceted, venture capitalist, investment firm. From businesses held by the company through procurement to recently
financed and start-up, the public release of this company is less than 9 months away.

AUGUST 1st Announcement
SAFE Invantage LLC releasing Max ROI
Pancake Swap the week of August 8, 2022
Max ROI ($mxR) – A unique DEX/DeFi Digit Asset created on the Binance Blockchain by SAFE Invantage is now
set for launch by August 13, 2022.

BEARISH-PROOF BRILLIANCE
Being labeled as “The People’s Performance Utility Token”, this revolutionary new concept token will release with 3
real world use cases launch day. Then 4 additional token investment utilities per month until Q1 2023. Developed
to ensure the only things that decrease related to this digit asset are its circulating supply, investor financial
worries and the negative image of the cryptocurrency investment space.

An introductory token by SAFE Invantage LLC. Part of a 7-month, 13-coin, fully synergistic,
self-contained, & self-sustained Real World Blockchain Ecosystem release.
Max ROI is the answer to the questions that plague cryptocurrency. Max ROI is the solution to the problems that
hold the digital asset market hostage.
Bill Gates once referred to crypto/NFT’s as a “fool’s theory”. That concept means loosely: “If I have something worth
$0, but I assign it a value of $1, the intrigue of it will continue to add value from 1 person to the next. Therefore, the
person buying it for $1 believes it could be sold for $2 to someone else. And so on and so forth.”
Given the clout and track record of Mr. Gates, it became extremely clear why less than 1% of every project in crypto
can be deemed a success. The first being lack of real value or lack of consistently increasing real value. The second
being a constant need or want of the asset compared to its competition. Instead of just building a hype coin and
trying to maintain the hype like the children’s game “Hot Potato” indefinitely so, it made more sense to create a
business with gradually released real world uses for digital assets. This way, the project remains relevant, trade
volume only increases, even in an economic downturn, and the token will gain more and more real value as each
released use case evolves. Utilizing a 1-3-5 year business model, a properly promoted layered release schedule and
offering products that WILL produce business-best, year over year 3 to 4 digit positive return margins is how
success is achieved in any financial market. But most importantly, in the virtual digital asset market of
cryptocurrency.

